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APPENDIX 

 

Table 1. Taking The Turn 

No Utterances 

Expression of 

Taking The 

Turn 

Types of Taking The Turn 

1 

Nina: …I’m a dean* 

you know that 

means? 

Obama: *ә(m), ә(m), 

I’m oh no you’re 

not*, you know 

you’re trying to 

use... 

ә(m), ә(m), I’m 

oh no you’re 

not*, you know 

Starting Up 

Hesitant Start 

(Filled 

Pauses/Verbal 

Fillers) 

2 

Nina: …when did you 

offer him the job? 

Obama: Ә:(m) over the 

weekend 

Nina: …I had dinner 

with him Sunday 

night and he 

looked like he 

kept just was 

saying…  

Obama: Well, you know 

I*I that just 

shows his wisdom 

once again 

because ә(m) 

when it … 

ә(m), ә:(m), well,  

You know 
Starting Up 

Hesitant Start 

(Filled 

Pauses/Verbal 

Fillers) 

3 

Nina: … I mean you 

can’t say so what 

do you think of 

Roe vs wade that 

I do not do that   Taking Over Feedback 
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would be improper 

right?   

Obama: I do not do that   

4 

 Obama: …I’m not sure 

about that  

Nina: In the heat of* 

Obama:*I might have 

called him right 

after dinner* 

*I might have 

called him right 

after dinner* 

Interrupting Alert 

5 

 Nina:…neither party 

comes to this 

process clean* 

Obama:*It’s absolutely 

true 

:*It’s absolutely 

true 
Interrupting Metacomment 

 

Table 2. Holding The Turn 

No Utterances 
Expression of Holding 

The Turn 

Types of Holding 

The Turn 

1 

 Nina: …judge Garland was 

a runner up twice 

before so, why now and 

not twice before?  

Obama: ...Merrick Garland is 

(0.2) one of the best 

judges not just in the 

country but of his 

generation and i..it’s 

testimony to how good 

he is that you know he 

has cropped up as a 

potential Supreme 

Court Justice for a very 

(0.2, 0.3) Silent Pauses 
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long time  ә:(m) (0.3) I 

… 

2 

 Nina: …how do you keep it 

up there when the 

supreme court frankly 

I’ve written more pieces 

in my life saying “This 

year may be an issue” 

and then it never really 

is 

Obama: ….this year may be 

an issue I in fact I think 

it’s in part because of 

the (0.4) circus that has 

been… 

(0.4) Silent Pauses 

3 

Nina: …he’s not you know 

he’s not going to this 

was our shot to really 

change the debate at 

the supreme court what 

do you say to that those 

folks? 

Obama: …I’ve been president 

United States. Ә(m) 

I’ve appointed as many 

African-Americans to 

the circuit court as any 

president ever more 

African-American 

women on the federal 

courts than any other 

president more 

Hispanics more Asian-

Americans more ә(m) 

LGBT ә(m) judges than 

any president in history 

Ә(m), ә:(m) 

Filled 

Pauses/Verbal 

Fillers 
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we actually now have a 

majority of women and 

or minorities on the 

circuit courts ә:(m) 

something that’s never 

happened before so my 

record of appointing 

ә:(m)... 

4 

Obama: ...Orrin Hatch ә(m) 

broadly 

complimenting judge 

garland as… 

Nina: *so did that play a role 

in your choosing him 

the fact that 

Republicans really do 

like him*  

Obama: …he’s a consensus 

builder ә(m) and I the 

court would benefit 

from that ә(m) at that 

moment ә:(m) you 

know justice Scalia was 

a larger-than-life 

figure and he helped to 

shape ә(m) the 

dialogue in the debate 

ә:(m)…  

ә:(m), ә(m) 

Filled 

Pauses/Verbal 

Fillers 

5 

 Obama: …they continually 

quote from ә(m) Joe 

Biden when he was 

ә(m) on the judicial 

committee… 

Nina: Oh Jesus*Ups 

ә(m) 

Filled 

Pauses/Verbal 

Fillers 

6 Nina: …Did you talk to him I, they’re, you know, Lexical Repetition 
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about being a piñata as 

a Senator… 

Obama: …so I I assume that 

he either reads the 

Washington Post or 

listens to NPR and I 

think I had a pretty 

good sense of the…  

Nina: *But he’s, he’s, not a 

Paul*  

Obama:…. you want to make 

sure they’re they’re 

mindful of ә(m) but you  

y you know I think the 

way he described it and 

and let him you know 

as he makes the rounds 

with senators describe 

it himself though the 

way he described it is 

that--that he has 

loved… 

and, that 

7 

Nina: …here from my 

interview what are you 

gonna ask me… 

Obama: …the parents when 

you hear about the 

care with which he 

dealt with the victims 

ә:(m) and the the 

families who had been 

affected by the 

Oklahoma City 

bombing you get a 

sense of who that 

The, I Lexical Repetition 
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person is and I spend 

a lot of time on that 

with respect to 

judicial philosophy I I 

have the advantage of 

having talked 

constitutional also… 

8 

Obama: …in the case of 

Merrick Garland we 

haven’t seen a 

substantive against his 

jurisprudence this is 

just raw politics we 

don’t want somebody 

who’s been nominated 

by Democrat a claim 

that I would have 

made at the time, now 

what is true Nina is is 

that ә(m) you know we 

have a divided court 

on a lot of important 

issues justice Scalia 

ә(m) was a big 

figure… 

Nina: *Yes, *ya, are you 

taking this on the 

road? 

Obama:…..I’m gonna--I’m 

gonna make the case 

I--I’m gonna make 

the case for a fair 

process give judge 

Garland a hearing 

give him ә(m) a vote 

and look at the 

Is, I’m gonna make 

the case, and, the 
Lexical Repetition 
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qualities of the man 

that’s what the 

American people 

expect and and you 

know what of the the 

most puzzling 

arguments… 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Yielding The Turn 

No Utterances 
Expression of 

Yielding the turn 

Types of Yielding The 

Turn 

1 

 Nina: …I can push it to 

20 

Obama: Is it who? did 

they really do?  

Nina: Ya they do 

Obama: You guys are 

getting soft*, is 

that well? 

Nina: *no that’s because 

it’s me* 

Is it who? Did 

they really do, , is 

that well? 
 

Propmting 

2 

Obama: Wow, Nina. 

You're supposed 

to turn off your 

phone. 

Nina: …I'm supposed to 

be a pro. 

You're supposed 

to turn off your 

phone, I’m 

assuming you can 

splice the 

question and I'll 

just answer it, so 

Nina doesn't have 

to answer* ask it 

Appealing 
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Obama: Come on. 

Nina: Come on. 

Obama: The, uh* 

Nina: *It's the office 

Obama: I’m assuming 

you can splice the 

question and I'll 

just answer it, so 

Nina doesn't have 

to answer* ask it 

again. 

again.  

 

 


